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Enforcement of the "Newberry Bill" would have meant l>Jwer shipping prices for farmers sending goods to such places as the Cudahy 
Packing Company in Omaha, pictured above in January, 1896. 



CAN NEBRASKA OR ANY STATE REGULATE 
RAILROADS? SMYTH v. AMES, 1898 

By ERIC MONKKONEN 

The celebrated late 19th" century Supreme Court case of 
Smyth v. Ames is one of those rare instances where what seems 
to be a purely local conflict takes on national importance. In 
this case the court declared unconstitutional the Newberry Bill, 
which Nebraska Populists had enacted in 1893. This bill was an 
attempt to force railroads to lower their shipping rates by 
almost one third, bringing them more in line with the rates of 
Iowa, and relieving some of the economic hardships which 
Nebraska farmers had been suffering. Not only did this bill have 
bread and butter importance, but its passage had been a 
symbolic victory for the Populists all over the country-finally 
the embattled farmers had achieved some concrete legislative 
action. And then, in Smyth v. Ames, the court in essence said 
that states could control railroad rates only within a limited 
range of options, to be set by the Supreme Court. The 
constitutional issues suddenly made Nebraska's problems 
symbolize those of a nation going through an awkward 
economic transition, and the solution to these problems became 
national policy for the next fifty years. Thus, the case of Smyth 
v. Ames was not merely the Supreme Court overturning state 
legislation. It represented a solution-and not necessarily a just 
one-to an economic, political, and legal crisis which had come 
to a head with the Nebraska Legislature's passage in 1893 of the 
bill which carried the name of its sponsor, Fred Newberry, a 
farmer from Aurora, Nebraska. 1 
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We must understand that there are three distinct yet 
interrelated explanatory contexts within which to view the case 
of Smyth v. Ames: the economic context, the socio-political 
context, and the legal context. In the decade of the nineties, 
state regulatory agencies had begun to wield their power 
vigorously and somewhat inconsistently, while at the same time 
federal regulatory agencies like the Interstate Commerce Com
mission began to gain power. For c0rporations with national 
operations, the state regulation seemed to be a kind of guerilla 
war, and the milder, more consistent, and flexible federal 
control appeared to be the lesser of two evils. For the 
Midwestern farmer the combination of fluctuations in the 
international wheat market, severe drought in the early 
1890's, and a depression in 1893 made the economic outlook 
grim. As a result, there were sporadic agrarian movements to 
lower and regularize the costs of those elements of the national 
economy which affected the farmer most-the railroads and 
various warehousing concerns. Known as Populists, these 
farmers gained power in the Nebraska Legislature and after a 
two-year struggle passed the Newberry Bill, which cut intra
state raihoad freight rates 29.5 percent, making Nebraska's rates 
comparable to those of Iowa. The railroads obtained an 
injunction against the enforcement of the act and challenged its 
constitutionality under the due process clause of the Four
teenth Amendment. Thus, the case was composed of economic, 
political, and legal causes. But, as it came before the court, most 
people saw the complex issue in terms of bad or good. As one 
railroad president put it, "Another effect of a decision in favor 
of the Nebraska law would be the bad example which it would 
set to other states where the Populists and demagogues of other 
kinds are strong. "2 

After a U.S. Circuit Court decision by Justice David J. 
Brewer of Leavenworth, Kansas, who held the statute to be 
unconstitutional because it deprived the railroads of property 
(i.e., profit) without due process of law, the case was appealed 
to the U.S. Supreme Court by Constantine J. Smyth. Smyth, a 
poor Irish immigrant who had ridden the rails to Nebraska in 
187 6, sold Omaha newspapers, worked for the Union Pacific 
and studied law until he rose to be attorney general of Nebraska 
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from 1897 to 1901. 3 Both the arguments before the court and 
Justice John Marshall Harlan's decision revolved around two 
accepted legal concepts: one, the common law doctrine which 
requires reasonable compensation for goods and services and the 
right of the public to pay a reasonable rate; and the other, the 
due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment-"nor shall 
any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, 
without due process of law" -person meaning corporation as 
well as human. The disagreement involved the meaning of 
"reasonable" and the meaning of the due process clause. 

Several leading Nebraskans presented the arguments for the 
appellants (essentially the state of Nebraska, as represented by 
Smyth). The state's previous attorney general, Arthur S. 
Churchill, and John L. Webster, a prominant Omaha lawyer 
since 1869, pointed out .tliat at common law "reasonable" 
compensation does not include compensation for high costs due 
to bad management and inefficiency. 4 Thus the plaintiffs 
should have been required to show that the railroads were 
prudently managed. Further, they argued that reasonable 
compensation should only mean that which is necessary to pay 
operating expenses-anything above is a legislative question. 
William Jennings Bryan, also for the appellants, argued essen
tially the same point, claiming that courts can only suspend 
state ~ates which do not pay operating expenses. He noted that 
profit should be computed on the base of reproduction cost, 
otherwise overcapitalization, stock watering, and poor invest
ment would be rewarded. 

The various railroads making up the appellees (Ames in the 
citation was a railroad president) had both locally and nation
ally known legal counsel. James M. Woolworth was probably 
the most prominent lawyer in Nebraska; though he had tended 
to avoid political office, he was well known as a pioneer 
businessman and investor in Omaha and was probably the most 
important Western lawyer arguing before the Supreme Court.5 

Woolworth argued that there were two ways of determining 
whether or not the new rates would allow the railroad 
reasonable compensation: one, the new rates could be tried out; 
or, two, the effect of the rates could be retrodicted-that is, 
calculated for previous years. Only the second method was 
feasible, he claimed, because the results of the first were 
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unpredictable and perhaps destructive. He calculated that the 
Nebraska rates would not have paid operating expenses for the 
previous years. He further argued, citing McCulloch v. Mary
land, that because the Union Pacific had been chartered by 
Congress, Nebraska was interfering with the federal government. 
James C. Carter, a well-known New York lawyer, also appeared 
for the appellees. First, he said that if no return on investment 
was yielded, the result would be' practical destruction of 
property. Second, he appealed to the principles of laissez faire 
economics (and here is the paradox of laissez faire in the late 
19th century: Adam Smith's hidden hand needed the protec
tion of the Supreme Court). The railroad charges, he said, 
should be determined by "laws of free competition": "Should 
an unwise policy (never followed in present times) tempt the 
imposition of high rates, it wquld speedily be baffled by the 
appearance in the field of new roads and new competitors."6 

Justice Harlan delivered the decision, upholding Brewer's 
Circuit Court decision. Harlan pointed out that it had been 
settled that a state cannot deprive a railroad of just compensa
tion without due process; the Fourteenth Amendment protects 
railroads even within the states. Harlan admitted that a 
commission of experts might more easily determine what 
compensation a railroad is "entitled to receive," but he then 
modestly took that task upon himself: "The court cannot 
shrink from the duty to determine whether it be true, as 
alleged, that the Nebraska statute invades or destroys rights 
secured by the supreme law of the land. " 7 He calculated, in a 
series of impossible-to-follow operations, the effect the pro
posed rate reductions would have had on the railroad in the 
years before the act was passed. He concluded that only four of 
the companies involved would have made a profit, which made 
the statute unconstitutional. Harlan dismissed the argument 
that Iowa rates for local freight were 40 percent lower than 
similar rates in Nebraska, citing Iowa's higher population 
density as the causal variable. 8 

Confessing that just compensation would always be an 
"embarrassing question," Harlan, at the end of his decision, set 
up standards for determining just compensation: "The basis of 
all calculations as to reasonableness of rates ... must be the fair 
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value of the property being used by it [the company] for the 
convenience of the public. And in order to ascertain that value, 
the original cost of construction, the amount expended in 
permanent improvements, the amount and market value of its 
bonds and stock, the present as compared with the original cost 
of construction, the probable earning capacity of the property 
under the particular rates prescribed by the statute, and the sum 
required to meet operating expenses are all matters for 
consideration. " 9 These points quickly became the criteria used 
by the I.C.C. and other state commissions to detem1ine all 
public rate charges; Harlan's guidelines were thus used by 
commissions to avoid constant court cases. 

Smyth v. Ames not only set guidelines for rate regulation, 
but effectively stopped further state legislation attempts at 
controlling railroads. The door to state regulation of railroad 
rates opened by the Granger decisions in 1876 had been closing 
ever since, and Smyth v. Ames locked it. In many ways the 
issues posed by specific application of the case were to be 
insignificant within the next forty to fifty years. The growth of 
truck transportation furnished real competition for the rail-
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roads, and they suffered-their privileged position perhaps had 
encouraged inefficiency; ironically, Harlan's doctrine served to 
prop up railroads in the mid-20th century. Finally, Harlan's 
decision marked, according to many people, the completion of 
the doctrine of substantive due process, the "limitation upon 
the right of legislatures to regulate private property in the 
interests of the public welfare." 1 0 

The Economic Context: The well~known economic historian 
Douglass North has tried to explain the various farm protest 
movements of the late 19th century in terms of the behavior of 
land speculation and the international food market. 11 From 
this point of view, it appears the farmer was comparatively well 
off. All shipping rates were dropping, mortgage rates were 
dropping, prices were slowly but steadily rising, and the U.S. 
was the world's major supplierof grain. North hypothesizes that 
farmer discontent was the result of unpredictable prices due to 
the fluctuations of the world market; for example, during a low 
production drought year, the expected higher prices due to 
lessened supply might be offset by high production in Australia 
or even India, and the U.S. farmer would have low production 
and low prices. One cannot help but feel that North tends to 
minimize the farmers' problems; he considers the fact that over 
half the Kansas and Nebraska farms were mortgaged as 
insignificant, yet such a high proportion of short-term mort
gages in a time of unpredictable "prQfits and production would 
understandably cause the farmers· to be upset. 

Another point of view sees the farmers' problems as a result 
of a change of the national economy from an agricultural to an 
industrial base. The farmers had incorrectly analyzed their 
plight, and instead of evolving an agricultural solution, they 
demanded railroad regulation, cooperatives, free silver, etc. The 
agricultural problem, therefore, "was the culmination of a 
variety of complex factors"; this view then, like North's, tends 
to downgrade the seriousness of the farmers' problems by 
placing them in a larger economic context. 1 2 

Perhaps the most meaningful discussion of the farmers' 
situation may be found outside of economic history. For 
instance, in his autobiography, Son of the Middle Border, 
Hamlin· Garland tells the story of his childhood as his family 
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farmed, speculated a little, and moved west from Wisconsin to 
Iowa to South Dakota. In this story we can see his father 
working out the agricultural version of the American myth of 
success. The vicissitudes of the decades between 1870 and 1900 
leave Garland's father mentally and morally crushed. By 1892 
Garland's filther has failed, but Hamlin Garland has become a 
successful writer; both are active Populist reformers, but the 
father has psychologically given up while the son's vital interests 
are not involved. The son finally buys his father's property back 
in Wisconsin where the family started. Garland concludes his 
book with: "A certain phase of American pioneering had 
ended .... [and by 1892] the day of reckoning had come." 1 3 

Unlike the economic aspects of farm problems, which have 
become a specialist subject, the, farmers' calls for rate regulation 
have had continuing interest for historians, beginning in the 
1870's with the Illinois Granger Laws which set maximum grain 
elevator rates-laws which were upheld by the Supreme Court in 
187 6. Tlie regulation movements of the late 19th century are 
often seen as the beginning of Progressive and New Deal 
regulation; thus, the whole subject of regulation is linked with 
various reform movements of the turn of the century. 

The traditional· historical point of view on regulation finds 
railroads and corporations against government regulation. The 
late 19th century saw individual economic enterprise giving way 
to collective effort, and regulation movement was merely the 
farmers' response to what they incorrectly saw as the individual 
greed of capitalists. 

By the mid-1950's historians began to portray the regulation 
movement as being a pro-business, pro-rationalization, and 
pro-predictability movement of industrial capitalism. This inter
pretation contrasted with the earlier version of various control 
attempts as being essentially anti-capitalist and anti-business. (It 
is interesting to note that this '.nterpretation of regulation has 
not been carefully applied to the various farmer movements, a 
possibility worth investigating.). Lee Benson has shown how all 
of the major participants in the economy came to realize "that 
the positive use of state power was an indispensible supplement 
to private, self-policing agreements."I 4 As James C. Carter's 
argument in Smyth v. Ames ironically illustrates, laissez faire, 
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the economic theory which insists on the freedom of economic 
activity from state interference, needed the Supreme Court's 
assistance. The railroads were regulated first, suggests Benson, 
because of their communication advantages. Other sectors of 
the economy could not compete fairly; hence, regulation was 
necessary. With growing government regulation "free competi
tion fell but private enterprise remained," and the "trinity" of 
property, economic individualism, and the presumptive har
mony between self-interest and social welfare were preserved. 1 5 

The most recent interpretive positions are similar to but 
stronger than the one taken by Benson. Gabriel Kolko 
maintains that the "intervention of the federal government not 
only failed to damage the interests of the railroads but was 
positively welcomed by them since the railroads never really 
had the power over the economy, or their own industry, 
ascribed to them." 16 Kolko establishes the railroads' efforts to 
stop cut-throat competition and dropping rates by examining 
the I.C:C. files; the Supreme Court, says Kolko, thought it was 
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pro-railroad, but actually it was out of touch with the times and 
took away the needed stabilizing power of the I. C. C. It was not 
until Woodrow Wilson's time that the I.C.C.'s function became 
clarified: "To protect the railroads in their function of making 
profit for individual capitalists so long as the railroads provided 
their services to the public."1 7 Unfortunately, this analysis is 
directed more towards explaining pr,qgressivism than regulation. 
The case of Smyth v. Ames, as we ~hall see, does not fit neatly 
or meaningfully into Kolko's otherwise intriguing scheme. 

Possibly the most useful analysis of governmental regulation 
of the economy is taken by Robert H. Wiebe. 18 In fact, Wiebe's 
The Search for Order has retained the regulation-rationalization 
thesis only in its title; Wiebe has moved from the problems of 
business in this book to all of society, which had become 
"distended" or coreless in the late 19th and early 20th century. 
Thus, as Kolko's railroad directors looked for stability and 
order through federal intervention, so Wiebe finds the society 
turning to a management-controlled solution to social problems. 
Essentially, Wiebe would agree with Kolko that the Supreme 
Court was out of touch, and both would probably see Smyth v. 
Ames as a decision important not so much for stopping local 
control as setting up guidelines for later I.C.C. rate regulation. 

It is interesting to note that Henry Lee Higginson, a Boston 
banker and railroad director named in one of the suits decided 
in Smyth v. Ames, had many discussions with Theodore 
Roosevelt on the subject of governmental regulation. Roosevelt 
once wrote Higginson that he thought railroad problems were 
self-inflicted and said, "Unquestionably there is loose dema
gogic attack upon them in some of States, but not one particle 
of harm has come to them by Federal action." If the federal 
government left the railroads alone, "It would result in a tidal 
wave of violent State action against them throughout three
fourths of the country," Roosevelt continued.i 9 One can only 
wish that we had Higginson's reply. 

The Socio-political Context: The study of Populism seems to 
have always aroused partisanship in historians, perhaps indi
cating the continuing relevance of the issues the Populists dealt 
with. The classic work on Populism by John D. Hicks was 
published in 1931, and although he may have been a little too 
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uncritical of the farmers, at least his book has the virtue of 
taking them seriously. 2 0 Revisionists unfortunately have made 
the mistake of being partisan towards the other side. Even 
worse, the Populists were portrayed as motivated by "provincial 
resentment" and "status anxiety," a kind of mental illness. 2 1 

Hicks does not see a simple cause to the farmers' unrest, noting 
the heavy rains and land boom of the 1880's, the rapid railroad 
expansion, and the debt into which, farmers went during the 
expansion. Then the world market went bad, and the drought 
ended the boom, bringing mortgage foreclosures and economic 
suffering, "forming a discontented class ideally prepared for the 
doctrines of political and economic revolt. " 2 2 The Newberry 
Bill controlling local freight rates was one of the real tests for 
the Populists, the action they had so long talked about. By the 
time the Supreme Court declared it unconstitutional, the 
farmers were prosperous again, and apparently there was little 
reaction to the decision. 

An interesting quantitative study by Stanley B. Parsons 
concludes that "the farmer can hardly be blamed for his use of 
the conspiracy theory. " 2 3 A village elite controlled local and 
state politics, even determining who Nebraska's national poli
tical figures were. Multiple correlation analysis shows that most 
Populists were wheat farmers, and because wheat farming had 
comparatively easy entry (i.e., it required less capital than other 
kinds of farming), little world market stability, and high 
shipping rates, it was only natural that these farmers attacked 
the freight rates. 

Parsons' analysis fits in well with a new study of America's 
expansionist foreign policy during this period. 2 4 It can he 
argued that the farmers were very aware of their position in the 
international food market and were anxious for U.S. economic 
expansion. This thesis might be seen as a foreign policy 
corollary to the regulation-rationalization thesis of Kolko, 
Benson, and Wiebe. Thus, the farmers' behavior becomes 
consistent both on the domestic and international issues. 

Contemporary reaction to the Newberry Bill itself was 
divided, as one might expect. As far as newspapers were 
concerned, "the opinion that the bill was unfair seemed to 
prevail throughout the state, if the press expressed the public 
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opinion. " 2 5 Of course, as Parsons pointed out, the press 
represented village opinion, not farmer opinion. Thomas. W. 
Tipton's reminiscences give some clue to the intensity of the 
farmers' feelings about the bill. He discusses the Legislature of 
1891, when the railroads defeated the bill, describing the 
"intense excitement," and House Chaplain B. F. Diffenbacher 
of Hay Springs, who predicted that traitors who were against the 
bill would end up in a "moral volcano" complete with "lurid 
lava" and the "muttered thunder of hidden forces! " 2 6 

Nationally, newspaper editors breathed a sigh of relief at the 
court's decision in Smyth v. Ames. The press actually found 
time to quit talking about the upcoming war on Cuba and to 
rejoice at the victory in the court. One midwestern newspaper 
called the decision "one of the most important of recent years," 
seeing it as one of "extreme fairness." 2 7 Another was even 
more laudatory, claiming that the "landmark" decision rested 
upon "fundamental equalities" and the "impregnable bulwarks" 
of the Constitution, preserving "orderly liberty and material 
and social progress."28 The Chicago Tribune, in discussing the 
decision, commented on the Populist legislation: "But they 
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overdid the business, and this particular law, like so many 
others the Populists have enacted, could not stand a judicial 
test."29 And the New York Tribune quoted a member of the 
Joint Passenger Committee, meeting at the Waldorf-Astoria 
Hotel, who said, "The decision was one of the most far-reaching 
in the land, inasmuch as it proved that Populistic tendencies 
were by no means apparent in the framers of the Constitu
tion. " 3 0 The paper also quoted Chauncey Depew, president of 
the New-York Central Railroad, at length: "If the Supreme 
Court had upheld the Nebraska law," Mr. Depew added, "I feel 
certain that we would have had a panic, worse if anything than 
we have experienced. " 31 Thus, the Supreme Court's decision, 
coming so long after the excited passage of the Newberry Bill, 
after Bryan's defeat in 1896, and in a period of better farm 
prices, seems almost to have been a final crow of all those who 
had opposed the Populists. · 

There is an interesting contemporary reaction and analysis of 
radical legislation representing the conservative legal point of 
view. In discussing the state regulation of railroads, Frederick S. 
Stimson introduces his subject by explaining, "Just as we found 
in the Middle Ages in the case of the Black Death in times of 
famine, so times of panic with us have always produced radical 
legislation. " 3 2 Not only does Stimson associate the radical 
legislation with medieval ignorance, superstition, and panic, but 
he somewhat inadvertently associates the economic agrarian 
crisis with the plague. In other words, from this point of view, 
the Populists had superstitious and ignorant solutions to 
complex and scientifically explainable problems. 

The Legal Context: The legal significance of Smyth v. Ames 
is to be found not so much in terms of abstract principle as for 
giving an established common law principle, that of "reason
ableness," a modern operational meaning. And this meaning has 
been important because soon after the decision it functioned as 
the guideline for federal commission rate setting. Thus, 
although the social, political, and economic meanings of the case 
related to the power of states to regulate, the power of 
oppressed groups to control business through legislation, and 
the shape of business-government relations, the legal meaning of 
the case is much more specific and narrow. 3 3 

----
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An early legal analysis which included Smyth v. Ames and 
the legal economic issues connected with it traced three stages 
of rate regulation under the Fourteenth Amendment. 3 4 In the 
first stage (Munn v. Illinois [ 18 7 6] ) reasonableness was consi
dered a legislative question; in the second stage it was decided 
(Stone v. Farmer's Loan and Trust [ 1885] and Minnesota Rate 
Cases [ 1889]) that the Court could review rates set by,states, 
for "the power to regulate is not a,power to destroy" ;3 5 and in 
the third stage state-set rates were considered invalid unless they 
yielded a reasonable return (established by the time of Reagan 
[ 1894] ). It was felt that the difference between Smyth v. Ames 
and earlier cases was in its consideration of investments and 
earnings as evidence; and the Court was criticized for a poor job 
in its calculations based on the .evidence. 

By 1906 a lengthy one-volume study on the effect of law 
upon railroad rate regulation had appeared. 3 6 This study placed 
great importance on the Minnesota Rate Cases in which 
reasonableness was established as a judicial, not commission or 
legislative, question. And Smyth v. Ames is seen as a "gn~at 
case" which "worked out" in "great detail" the doctrine more 
crudely set up in the Minnesota Rate Cases. Once again, the 
Court was criticized in its reading of the Newberry Bill and in 
its computation of rates. The adequacy of English and 
American law in a complex industrial economy is questioned 
because of its trend which had begun to indicate a triumph of 
individual interest over public welfare. The author of the study 
proposed a solution rejected by Nebraska's Woolworth in his 
argument before the Court; that is, the railroads should have to 
abide by commission rates, and, if there was a loss, the state 
should compensate the railroad and readjust the rates. In this 
growing criticism of the decision by legal scholars and jurists, 
we can begin to see the glimmer of Progressive reform. And we 
can also see the hindsighted appreciation of the principles of the 
Newberry Bill. 

After the early Progressive criticism of the Smyth v. Ames 
decision, legal opinion on the case seems to have been 
quiescent. Curiously, the case drew legal criticism again during 
the Depression of the 1930's, with critics claiming it was. no 
longer relevant. One critic in 193 2 focused on the application of 
the rate-setting guidelines established by Harlan. Not only had 
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Harlan's guidelines been used for public transportation, but 
public utilities, too, had come under the same rules; however, 
the critic claimed that by the late 1920's, reproduction cost was 
no longer used except as a theoretical reference. Thus it was 
argued that Smyth v. Ames was "no longer applicable" and the 
whole concept should be forgotten. 3 7 

Apparently the Supreme Court paid little attention to their 
criticism in the law journals, for fifteen years later a persuasive 
argument was presented to show how commission rate making 
no longer really used Smyth v. Ames. Harlan's doctrine in 
Smyth v. Ames was declared obsolete by this critic for three 
other reasons: (I) a situation of transportation competition 
existed between rail, truck, and air freight, thus ending many 
railroad monopolies; (2) rate regulation through charters and 
contracts had grown; and (3) railroad rate regulation had 
become promotional, often with subsidies. The conclusion: 
rates should be administrative or legislative, due process should 
be procedural, and if rates are too high-too bad.38 So fifty 
years after the decision had been handed down, this modern 
argument paralleled that of Webster and Churchill for Ames of 
Nebraska with no outburst of protest from the railroads. 
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As if the question of Smyth v. Ames' influence were not 
already murky enough, a recent textbook cites the case of St. 
Louis and O'Fallen Railway Company v. United States (1929) 
as an example of the Court arguing that "the law of the land" in 
estimating value had been established in Smyth v. Ames. 3 9 But, 
perhaps the one area in which the case's importance is 
uncontested is in its completing "the evolution of substantive 
due process," an evolution Alfred H. Kelly and Winfred A. 
Harbison .emphasize was the result of industrialization and 
urbanization, "social issues of basic consequence to America's 
destiny." This shift from procedural to substantive due process 
meant a shift from "nor shall any State deprive any person of 
life, liberty, or property, without due process of law" to "nor 
shall any State deprive any person of property." Thus Kelly and 
Harbison rightly call the chilrige a "revolution in due process of 
law."40 

Probably the best single work which gives the legal, socio
political, and economic long-range effects of Smyth v. Ames 
and all it represents is Kelly and Harbison. Their conclusion 
emphasizes the "Constitution-worship" of the 1920's as a 
result of the Court's protection of private property; but, they 
say, "the clock was ticking out the final moments of laissez 
faire prosperity. " 41 Although they correctly assess the Court's 
position as protector of private property, Kelly and Harbison 
tend to overestimate the importance of laissez faire as an 
operational principle. William Appleman Williams provides a 
more plausible analysis, one which brings together the work of 
the regulation-rationalization historians (Benson, Kolko, Wiebe) 
and those legal historians who emphasize the conflict between 
laissez faire and traditional conservatism (Paul and Jacobs). 
Williams introduces the phrase laissez-nous-faire; he says that 
w_hat seemed a "natural" economic order by the disciples of 
laissez-nous-faire had in fact been created by mercantilism. 
Reformers within the system, Williams feels, were doomed to 
failure; they could only criticize railroads from a conspiracy 
point of view. Like the railroaders themselves, the Populists 
called for non-laissez-faire solutions to bring back the hypothe
tical days of free markets. In other words, both the mercantilist 
and the laissez-faire solution to keeping markets open and 
growing was constant economic expansion. 4 2 
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Although it is our privilege and perhaps duty to criticize 
Harlan's decision against Nebraska and especially his judicial 
rate calculating, we should no longer fall into the partisan 
arguments which the case has aroused in the past. With 
community control becoming more and more a critical issue, we 
should be able to understand the passion and fears on both sides 
of the issue which was finalized in Smyth v. Ames. Whether one 
is on the side whose established righ'ts are being invaded and 
destroyed (as Harlan, the court, and· the railroad owners felt 
they were) or on the other side which decides the time has 
come to seize power from those who appear to be oppressors 
(as the Nebraska farmers felt they weredoing), we can certainly 
empathize with the involvement of both sides. This case 
represents a legal-economic aspect -of the repressive attitudes of 
those in power in the late 19th century. While the labor unions 
were put down farther east, the blacks denied their civil rights, 
and women continually ignored in their struggle to get the vote, 
the Nebraska farmers lost in their attempts to control the 
economic environment of their state, And although railroad 
rates may no longer be a crucial issue, the larger questions raised 
in this case are still with us: can and should a group of people 
control their economic destiny? And if so, how? 
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